Abstract-A message-passing decoder for GF(q) low-density parity-check codes is defined, which uses discrete messages from a subset of all possible binary vectors of length q. The proposed algorithm is a generalization to GF(q) of Richardson and Urbanke's decoding "Algorithm E" for binary codes. Density evolution requires a mapping between the probability distribution spaces for the channel, variable and check messages, and under the proposed algorithm, exact density evolution is possible. Symmetries in the message densities permit reduction in the size of the probability distribution space. Noise thresholds are obtained for LDPC codes on discrete memoryless channels, and as with Algorithm E, are remarkably close to noise thresholds under more complex belief propagation decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although binary LDPC codes can approach the capacity of a variety of channels for asymptotically long block lengths, for moderate block lengths, GF(q) LDPC codes decoded using belief propagation have better performance than their binary counterparts on AWGN and BSC channels [2] . Furthermore, codes constructed over GF(q) are appealing for use on bursty channels such as partial-response channels. However, belief propagation decoding of such codes is complex, although efforts have been made to reduce the decoding complexity [3] [5] [4] . Density evolution has been successfully used for the design and analysis of binary LDPC codes and belief-propagation decoders because scalar log-ratios are easily quantized [1] .
However, for belief propagation decoding of GF(q) LDPC codes, the message is a vector with dimension q -1, and the complexity of density evolution is quite high, even for small field sizes q > 3. Davey and MacKay used a Monte Carlo approach to estimate the message densities, and showed good codes with average variable node degree of between 2 and 3 [6] . Monte Carlo approaches, however, are computationally intensive, and are not effective for designing more powerful codes.
To address this quantization problem, Bennatan and Burshtein approximated log-ratio messages with a multidimensional Gaussian distribution, and used EXIT chart techniques to design irregular GF(q) LDPC codes. However, as with binary LDPC codes, the check-to-variable message is poorly modeled by a Gaussian distribution [7] .
In this paper, a framework for message-passing decoding of GF(q) LDPC codes is given, and then a specific decoder is analyzed. Here, belief-propagation decoders, where the messages are probabilities and decoding rules are probabilistically derived, are viewed as a case of message-passing decoders. In Section II, some notation and preliminaries are given. In Section III, generalized message-passing decoding is given for GF(q) LDPC codes, and a straightforward description of density evolution using enumerator functions is given. In Section IV, the symmetries of the enumerator function are found and used to reduce the complexity of density evolution.
Richardson and Urbanke proposed a simple messagepassing algorithm for decoding binary low-density parity check (LDPC) codes when transmitted over the binary symmetric channel, which used just three level messages corresponding to a 0, 1 and an erasure. This Algorithm E had modest performance loss relative to the more complicated belief propagation [1] .
In Section V, a generalization of Algorithm E to the decoding of GF(q) LDPC codes is given, and it is analyzed using the proposed methods. Section VI gives numerical results. Section VII is the conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we establish notation and give some preliminaries that will be used throughout the paper.
The random variable V is a GF(q)-indexed random vector with V = {Vo,Vi,Vq-1} (1) if the q scalar components Vi are indexed by the q distinct field elements of GF(q). A script letter V denotes the alphabet, which is a set of points from the q-ary space of real numbers, from which V takes on values. Thus V= {V, V2,... , VNv }, where vi C Rq. The cardinality of the alphabet is denoted by Nv = IVl. Without loss of generality, V will be indexed by the integers {1, 2,... , Nv}.
The distribution of V is given by a lowercase Greek letter, vi = Pr(V = i), with Nv 1.
Bennatan and Burshtein [7] introduced the following notation for probability vectors and log-ratio vectors, and here is extended to more general alphabets. The +g operator on a GF(q)-indexed random vector is:
(Vg,Vl+g ... , V(ql)+g), (2) where addition in the subscript indices is performed over GF(q).
Similarly, the x g operator defined as: (3) where multiplication in the subscript indices is performed over GF(q).
For any v C V, define v* as the set:
It is assumed that v* C V. Note that for any u C v* that u V*. such that: 
The message passed from check node j to variable node i' is scaled by the non-zero parity check matrix coefficient -hi,j: searches for the greatest channel noise parameter under which convergence is obtained.
We consider message passing not on continuous alphabets, but using messages drawn from discrete vector sets. The variable-to-check message alphabet is R with cardinality NR. Similarly, the check-to-variable message alphabet is L with NL= ILC.
The variable-to-check messages R, R are random variables, and under density evolution the distribution of the latter message is tracked, pi = Pr(R = ri), where NR Pi = 1. Similarly, the check-to-variable messages L, L are random variables, and the former is tracked, Ai = Pr(L = Ii), where N-i= L Ai = 1.
Let HA be the space of probability distributions for the set A. Density evolution requires a mapping function at the variable node:
At the check node the analogous mapping is: (8) 2) Check Node: The above procedure for the variable node can be repeated to find the density map at the check node * However, to reduce the computational complexity, density evolution on the partial sum messages will be performed.
If at some fixed index t, the partial sum message for st is S =i C S, the input message Rt is k C R and the partial sum message for st+l is S' j C S, then NP)(i,k) is a one; in all other cases it is zero. The distribution on S, S' is oj = Pr(S oj), = Pr(S' j), respectively. We can express *Ds as:
If the check node output Ld, is k and the partial sum message is i, then NG (i) is a one, otherwise it is zero. The check node message indicator, after scaling by h is:
Ik*l E~N G (i).-eekl Then, the check node probability map is: We consider the performance assuming the all-zeros codeword, and generalize to the performance of all codewords for an ensemble of linear codes with the specified degree distributions. Accordingly, the probability of receiving symbol z, given that the zero symbol was transmitted, is vz, and assume that the channel satisfies necessary symmetry conditions. 1) Variable Node Probability Map: Now we introduce a method to compute the map *@v. The variable node message indicator function N(t)(z,w,n ,n2, ..., nNj is a one if channel message z C ) with positive integer weight w and ni incoming messages i, i C L generate output message t C R at the variable node output; otherwise it is a zero. Note that N(t) (.) is taken without regard to order of the inputs, and is only defined for N7' ni = dvc-1. The weight w is a positive integer which depends upon the iteration number T.
After scaling by hij, the equivalent enumerator function is denoted N. All messages from the set j* will have the same distribution, namely,
Thus, check node probability map * % is found by (9) initialized with or,o = 1 and o,i = 0 for i :t so. Then, (9) is applied recursively d -2 times. Finally (11) is applied to obtain the output distribution.
Convergence is corresponds to the condition I(x; R) = 1.
IV. REDUCTION TO CLASSES Density evolution described in the previous section is computationally and memory intensive, and we can exploit message symmetries to reduce the complexity. The probability spaces are reduced by grouping messages with equal proba- If the incoming distribution is pi, and the outgoing distribuThis notation is similarly used for the other messages R, S tion is Aj, then we can express the variable node probability and z, which are partitioned as IPR, Ps and Pc, respectively. 
for all mi such that E mi = dv -1 and all a C 1... ., So}.
We have a similar lemma for the partial sum messages S.
If the partial sum S is from class SS, the incoming message is from class Rt, then X)(s, t) is the number of ways to produce the a partial sum message S' = u C S. 
MS k) (s, t)
Then, the simplified probability map *(G is:
Algorithm E is a decoding algorithm for binary LDPC codes on the binary symmetric channel. The decoding algorithm uses three-level messages, a one, a zero and an erasure. The algorithm can be explained by some simple heuristics. In this section, this idea is generalized to codes with field order q, while maintaining a simple heuristic, using the following message alphabet. Let Vc be the set of binary q-vectors with c or fewer ones. The message alphabet is L = R = Vc with c > 1, and cardinality: 1z1 = An arbitrary element of L is (lo, 11,... , tq_ ). A value of i= 1 indicates that the corresponding field element is a candidate symbol, and 1i = 0 indicates it is not a candidate. The all-zeros vector is an "erasure" message, and the q vectors with weight one correspond to a "correct" message for each element of A. In the case of q = 2, and c = 1, this reduces to the message-passing set {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)} used by Algorithm E.
Code symbols are transmitted over a discrete-memoryless channel. Under density evolution, we'll consider the performance of the all-zeros codeword and under linearity and appropriate restrictions on the channel, will generalize this to the performance of any codeword.
The channel output alphabet 0 is a subset of L, so that z Ld, using input messages Rl, . , Rdc,-1
In a word, there will be a one for position i in Ldc if the GF(q) symbol for that position plus the sum of any combination of symbols which have a one in Rl... , Rdc 1, is equal to 0. More precisely, we can perform decoding on a trellis using a BCJR-like algorithm. We let Ai be the forward partial sum, and Bi be the backward partial sum. Initialize A1 = Bdc+l = (1, 0. , 0) . Let Fi be the q-by-q matrix of state transition metrics. State metric recursions can be expressed via matrix multiplication (see for example [9] ), where the forward recursion is:
and the backward recursion is:
where superscript t denotes matrix transpose.
For the fully-connected trellis of the GF(q) single parity check code, we have:
R+aq-2
Because 0 and 1 correspond to binary "candidate" and "not candidate" messages, in the above matrix multiplications, we define addition as the logical OR In this section, we obtain numerical results for discrete density evolution for a q-ary symmetric channel, characterized by a parameter c, where the probability of correctly receiving a transmitted symbol is 1 -, and the uniform probability of receiving any of the q -1 erroneous symbols is E/(q -1). In computing the densities, we assume a fixed weight w = 1. However, as was shown in [1] [8], we expect some improvement in the thresholds by optimizing this parameter.
For the q-ary output channel, d, = 2 codes are not suitable for the proposed decoder. In this case, only weight-I output messages are produced at the output of the check node on the first iteration. This input to the variable node does not lead to improved message reliability as iterations progress, and convergence is never reached. This observation is in contrast with belief propagation on AWGN channels, where good codes with column weight dc = 2 can be used [4] . Density evolution is performed by choosing a candidate value of c, and repeatedly applying *@v and * The noise threshold e*, is the largest channel parameter e for which convergence is obtained. Table 1 shows noise thresholds computed using the proposed techniques, for various values of q, R, and c. As can be seen, compared to thresholds with c = 1, which we had found in [8] , increasing c generally improves noise thresholds. Particularly encouraging is rate 1/4, q = 16 where there was a substantial gain by using c = 2 over c = 1, see Fig. 2 . In Table 1 , we also show 6oPt, the channel which has capacity equal to the specified rate. Empty proposed an algorithm for the decoding of GF(q) LDPC transmitted over the q-ary symmetric channel. Because of the small number of message values, it is possible to compute the message distributions under density evolution, and thresholds for GF(q) LDPC codes of various field sizes and rates were found. As with Algorithm E for binary codes, the proposed algorithm has modestly lower thresholds than belief propagation decoding. This framework forms a basis for designing irregular GF(q) LDPC codes, which are expected to have superior performance to the regular codes considered in this paper. APPENDIX
In this appendix, Lemma 1 and 2 are justified. To show Lemma 1 for check variable node, the terms ni in the summation (8) 
